Government Reporting Made Easy
Streamline financial reporting to increase collaboration, efficiency, accuracy, and transparency.
State and local government teams are tasked with doing more with less.

Change in the number of budget
analysts across state budget offices
from 2008 to 2015¹

Relying on manual processes can lead to errors that erode trust and
damage reputations.

Percentage of organizations
saying they frequently ﬁnd
errors in spreadsheets²

Budget gap that one sheriff
blamed on errors due to
cutting and pasting formulas
from spreadsheets emailed
between departments³

Amount omitted from a
California county’s annual
financial forecast due to human
error, turning a projected
surplus into a deficit⁴

Three-fourths of state CIOs say their states are
exploring innovating by outsourcing or using
technology-as-a-service, where costs are
operating expenses, not capital expenditures⁵

Prioritize collaboration and data management at scale.
Look for solutions that let you:

Live-link collected
data in complex
relationships

Track the data back
to a single source
with a full audit trail

Allow for simultaneous
editing, reviewing, and
authoring

Enable controlled
collaboration
across teams

Provide an intuitive,
easy-to-learn
interface

Workiva makes financial reporting more efficient and reliable for
government accounting and finance teams.

public, private,
nonprofit, and
government
organizations use
Workiva to solve
complex reporting
challenges

“We saw increased efficiencies. Now that it's all linked, we feel
comfortable that we have accurate, consistent information.”
—Rosalind Brooks-Harris, Director of Finance, City of Rochester, New York
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